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Abstract: This paper presents an experimental program aimed at providing reliable and 17 

comprehensive experimental data for assessing the available models of predicting the shear 18 

deformation of diagonally-cracked reinforced concrete (RC) beams. The non-contact measuring 19 

technique, Digital Image Correlation (DIC), was used to monitor the full-field displacement and 20 

strain in the shear span of five RC beams with thin webs. Virtual measuring grids were created to 21 

measure the mean shear strain and other critical deformation results which reflects the mechanism of 22 

shear deformation after shear cracking (i.e. the principal compressive strain angle, the principal 23 

compressive strain, the mid-depth longitudinal strain and the mean vertical strain). The experimental 24 

mean shear strain and other critical deformation results were compared with the predictions with 25 

several available models. The comparison indicates the available models fail to reproduce the 26 

principal compressive strain angle, the mid-depth longitudinal strain and the mean vertical strain 27 

which constitute the key parameters in estimating the shear deformation after shear cracking. As a 28 



result, significant discrepancies in the shear deformation of the beams tested in this paper are 29 

observed between the experimental and calculated results. It is also found that the predicted shear 30 

deformation of a number of beam specimens tested by other researchers with the available models 31 

deviates considerably from the experimental results. In general, the existing models are not capable 32 

of providing accurate predictions of the shear deformation of RC beams and further investigation 33 

into this topic is needed. 34 
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1. Introduction 39 

Design and analysis for serviceability is one of the central parts of the design process 40 

for concrete structures. In the conventional design of reinforced concrete (RC) beams, 41 

the deflection due to shear is assumed to be relatively small compared to that due to 42 

flexure. Except for JSCE Guidelines for Concrete 2007 [1], the current codes of 43 

concrete structures, e.g. ACI318-14 [2], AASHTO [3], Model Code 2010 [4] and 44 

Eurocode 1992 [5], only provide methods for estimating flexure deformation. Some 45 

reported investigations into the existing concrete bridges around the world [6-9] have 46 

shown that diagonal cracks may appear in the web of the box girders during the service 47 

life. Moreover, the increased use of high-strength materials in concrete structures, 48 

coupled with more precise computer-aided design, has resulted in lighter and more 49 

material-efficient structural members [10], e.g. box girders with thin webs. Such design 50 

increases the risk of the shear cracking. Previous finite element (FE) analyses performed 51 

by Huang et al. [11] indicated that regarding the RC beams without shear reinforcement, 52 

the deformation of the shear span in the serviceability limit state was governed by 53 

flexure because failure occurred soon after the formation of diagonal cracks. However, 54 

in terms of the beams with shear reinforcement, the shear-induced deflection may not be 55 

negligible after shear cracking. In this context, neglecting the shear-induced deflection 56 

in the analysis of RC beams with stirrups could lead to un-conservative design. The 57 

focus of this paper is on the shear deformation of RC beams with shear reinforcement. 58 

The number of the existing tests in which the shear deformation was directly 59 

measured is limited. Ueda et al. [12] measured the shear deformation in the shear span 60 

of four rectangular beams using the laser speckle method. According to Huang et al. 61 

[11], the method of calculating the experimental shear-induced deflection used by Ueda 62 

et al. [12], in which the shear span was divided into only one grid, could result in an 63 

overestimate of the actual shear-induced deflection. Hansapinyo et al. [13] reported an 64 



experimental program of four rectangular RC beams. Four measuring grids, each of 65 

which was composed of five traditional displacement transducers, were attached to the 66 

surface of the test beams. The shear-induced and flexure-induced deflections were 67 

experimentally obtained by integrating the corresponding deformation (i.e. the mean 68 

shear strain and the curvature) of all grids. Hansapinyo et al. [13] also compared the test 69 

results of shear-induced deflection obtained by two methods: (1) directly integrating the 70 

mean shear strain; and (2) subtracting the flexure-induced deflection from the total 71 

deflection. The comparison showed a notable discrepancy between the results obtained 72 

by the aforementioned two methods. The inconsistency was believed to be attributed to 73 

the cracks passing through the fixing points of the gauges which affected the 74 

measurements. Debernardi and Taliano [14] tested six RC beams with thin webs. 75 

Measuring grids composed of traditional sensors, which were similar with those 76 

adopted by Hansapinyo et al. [13], were applied to measure the curvature and the mean 77 

shear strain at different sections in the shear span. However, as the measuring grids 78 

were arranged at discrete locations, the shear-induced deflections were not directly 79 

measured in the tests. He et al. [15] and Zheng et al. [16] tested two restrained I-beams 80 

with thin webs and the mean shear strain near the point of contraflexure was measured 81 

using the traditional sensors. Several prestressed and nonprestressed beams were tested 82 

by various researchers at the University of Toronto [17]. These beams failed primarily 83 

due to the action of high shear stresses and the mean shear strain at the point of 84 

contraflexure was measured in the tests. An experimental study of the time-dependent 85 

shear deformation of strengthened and un-strengthened RC beams has been performed 86 

by Jin [18]. 87 

The available prediction models for the shear deformation of RC beams after 88 

shear cracking could be classified into three categories: (1) theoretical models based on 89 



the truss analogy [1, 12, 15, 19, 20]; (2) theoretical models based on the Modified 90 

Compression Field Theory (MCFT) [14, 21]; (3) empirical models based on the 91 

regression analysis [13, 22]. In terms of the models based on the truss analogy or the 92 

MCFT, the mean shear strain of one particular section after shear cracking was 93 

calculated assuming diagonal concrete struts between diagonal cracks acting as the 94 

compression struts while the stirrups as the tension ties. In the empirical models 95 

developed by Hansapinyo et al. [13] and Rahal [22], the tangent shear stiffness after 96 

shear cracking was obtained by the regression analysis of the numerical or experimental 97 

results. The detailed information of these models is presented in Section 2. As can be 98 

seen in Section 2, with regard to the models based on either the truss analogy or the 99 

MCFT, the inclination of the diagonal compression struts (or the principal compressive 100 

strain angle if they are assumed to be consistent), θ, the principal compressive strain, ε2, 101 

and the mean vertical strain, εy, (or the mid-depth longitudinal strain, εx) suggest the 102 

mechanism of the shear deformation of RC beams after shear cracking. These 103 

deformation results also constitute the critical parameters in estimating the mean shear 104 

strain. However, none of the existing tests reported the measurements of all these 105 

critical parameters. Accordingly, further experimental investigation into the shear 106 

deformation of RC beams, in which not only the mean shear strain, but also the 107 

principal compressive strain angle, the principal compressive strain, the mean vertical 108 

strain and the mid-depth longitudinal strain at various sections are carefully measured, 109 

could be helpful in assessing the available models. 110 

Because cracks on the concrete surface could influence the measurement of the 111 

deformation if the measuring grids are composed of traditional sensors as discussed 112 

above, non-contact optical measuring approach is expected to be an alternative to 113 

overcome this drawback. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a full-field measuring 114 



approach and has become a reliable method for measuring the surface displacement and 115 

strain in the test of concrete structures [23-26]. In this paper, the DIC technique is used 116 

to investigate the shear deformation of five RC beams with thin webs. The superiority 117 

of this non-contact optical measuring approach over traditional sensors in monitoring 118 

the deformation results of concrete structures is demonstrated. Also, the mean shear 119 

strain, γ, along with the critical parameters in predicting the shear deformation (i.e. θ, ε2, 120 

εy and εx) is carefully measured. The deformation results obtained from this 121 

experimental program along with others collected from the literature are compared with 122 

the predictions with the available models. This study is intended to provide reliable 123 

experimental evidences for assessing the related prediction models and also, for future 124 

studies on the shear deformation of RC beams. 125 

2. Available prediction models 126 

Six available prediction models for estimating the shear deformation are reviewed in 127 

this section. These models include: (1) JSCE Model proposed by JSCE [1]; (2) Ueda 128 

Model proposed by Ueda et al. [12]; (3) He Model proposed by He et al. [15]; (4) Deb 129 

Model proposed by Debernardi et al. [21]; (5) Han Model proposed by Hansapinyo et al. 130 

[13]; and (6) Rahal Model proposed by Rahal [22]. 131 

2.1. JSCE Model and Ueda Model 132 

In these two models, the estimation of shear deformation after cracking included two 133 

stages: (1) after flexure cracking and before shear cracking; and (2) after shear cracking. 134 

At Stage 1, the expressions given by these two models were the same. The 135 

reduced shear stiffness of the section due to flexure cracking was calculated by 136 

introducing the effective section area, Ae. The equations for the shear deformation are 137 

shown below: 138 
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where γ is the shear strain; kv is the shear coefficient depending on the shape of the cross 141 

section (1.2 for rectangular cross section); V is the external shear force; Gc is the shear 142 

modulus of elasticity of concrete; Mcr is the flexural cracking moment; Mmax is the 143 

maximum moment applied to the beam; Ag is the area of the gross section; and Acr is the 144 

area of the cracked section. 145 

At Stage 2, i.e. after shear cracking (whether or not flexure cracking has 146 

occurred), the expressions for estimating the shear deformation given by these two 147 

models were based on the truss analogy. The shear strain was considered to be induced 148 

by the shortening of the diagonal compression struts, ε2, and the elongation of the 149 

vertical tension ties (i.e. the mean vertical strain), εy. The expressions are shown: 150 
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where θ is the angle between the diagonal concrete struts and the longitudinal axis of 152 

the beam. JSCE Model and Ueda Model provided two different expressions for θ. In 153 

JSCE Model, the inclination of diagonal concrete struts (degree) was calculated as: 154 
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where ρst is the tension reinforcement ratio; ρsw is the shear reinforcement ratio; a is the 156 

shear span; d is the effective depth; Vcr is the shear cracking load; and bw is the web 157 



width. The expression for θ (degree) used in Ueda Model is as follows: 158 
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After shear cracking, the stiffness of the tension ties was assumed to be 161 

composed of two parts: (1) the shear reinforcement; and (2) the effective concrete 162 

surrounding the stirrups. Thus, the elongation of the tension ties, εy, was determined as: 163 
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where sw is the spacing of the stirrups; Esw is the elastic modulus of the stirrups; Asw is 167 

the area of the stirrups; Ec is the elastic modulus of the concrete; Ace is the area of the 168 

effective concrete surrounding the stirrups at the shear force level of V; Aceo is the area 169 

of the effective concrete surrounding the stirrups at the shear force level of Vcr; fysw is 170 

the yield stress of the stirrups; and ft is the tensile strength of the concrete. 171 

The diagonal concrete struts were assumed to be elastic after shear cracking and 172 

its deformation, ε2, was determined as: 173 
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2.2. He Model 175 

He et al. [15] proposed an explicit equation for estimating the secant shear stiffness of 176 

fully diagonally cracked section when the stirrups yielded, Ky. The derivation of Ky was 177 

based on the truss analogy. The simplified expression of Ky obtained through the least-178 

square fitting is as follows: 179 

 3
y sw eK K   (11) 180 

where Ke is the elastic shear stiffness which could be taken as Gc∙bw∙0.9∙d。 181 

With respect to the stage between the shear cracking and the stirrups yielding, 182 

the secant shear stiffness, Ks, was calculated as the cubic polynomial interpolation 183 

between Ke and Ky, i.e.: 184 
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 (12) 185 

where Vy is the shear force when the stirrups yield. He et al. [15] suggested the 186 

following equation for estimating Vy in the absence of more sophisticated expressions: 187 

 0.17 0.9 cot 45y c w sw ysw wV f b d f b d            (13) 188 

2.3. Deb Model 189 

Debernardi and Taliano [14] proposed a model (termed Mixed Model) based on the 190 

MCFT for determining the shear deformation of the sections in the Bernoulli region. 191 



The Bernoulli region, also referred to as the B-region, refers to the area in which the 192 

hypothesis of plane-section is assumed valid. By contrast, the strain distribution in the 193 

disturbance region (referred to as the D-region) is significantly nonlinear [27]. 194 

Additionally, Debernardi et al. [21] derived a simplified model based on the Mixed 195 

Model. In this paper, the simplified model is termed Deb Model and will be presented in 196 

detail. 197 

In Deb Model, the shear strain of the section in the B-region was calculated 198 

according to the Mohr circle： 199 
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where εx is the mid-depth longitudinal strain. 201 

It was observed in the experiments [14] that after shear cracking, the shear force 202 

increased the amount of the tension strain in the bottom flange, εbot, and decreased the 203 

amount of the compression strain, εtop, in the top flange. The corresponding equations 204 

are as follows: 205 
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 (15) 206 

where M is the external moment; xc is the compression depth of the cross section; and Ie 207 

is the effective moment of inertia of the cross section, which could be estimated 208 

according to either ACI318-14 [2] or Eurocode [5]. Then, the mid-depth longitudinal 209 

strain is calculated as the average of εbot and εtop: 210 
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The expression for estimating ε2 in Deb Model is similar to that in JSCE Model 212 

and Ueda Model but with a slight difference: 213 
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The inclination of the diagonal compression struts, which was assumed to be 215 

consistent with the principal compression strain angle, was found to be dependent on 216 

the following four major factors: (1) the mid-depth longitudinal strain, εx; (2) the 217 

external shear force, V; (3) the shear reinforcement ratio, ρsw; and (4) the characteristic 218 

value of the concrete compressive strength, fck. The equation for θ is as follows: 219 
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 (18) 220 

2.4. Han Model 221 

Hansapinyo et al. [13] proposed an empirical model for estimating the reduced tangent 222 

shear modulus, Gcr, of RC shear panels under uniform loads after shear cracking. The 223 

ratio of Gcr to the elastic shear modulus was found to be dependent on the longitudinal 224 

strain and the stirrup ratio: 225 
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where εl is the longitudinal strain. 227 

With the aim of determining the tangent shear stiffness of one particular section 228 

of RC beams, the cross section was first divided into several layers and the variance of 229 

the longitudinal strain induced by the moment could thus be estimated. After the flexure 230 

cracking occurred (before shear cracking), the tangent shear modulus of the layer in 231 

compression was assumed to be elastic while that of the layer in tension was calculated 232 

according to Eq. (19). After shear cracking, the tangent shear modulus of all layers was 233 

considered to be degraded and was determined with Eq. (19). 234 

2.5. Rahal Model 235 

Based on the experimental results of 40 RC shear panels, Rahal [22] developed an 236 

empirical model for estimating the post-shear-cracking tangent shear modulus of the 237 

members subjected to pure shear. The proposed model was validated against the zone of 238 

the negligible bending moment in one RC beam with symmetrical longitudinal 239 

reinforcement [22]. The post-shear-cracking tangent shear modulus, Gcr, was influenced 240 

by the following three parameters: (1) the concrete compressive strength; (2) the 241 

amount of the orthogonal reinforcement; and (3) the strength of the orthogonal 242 

reinforcement. The equations are shown below: 243 

 135cr c sx syG f w w     (20) 244 
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 (21) 245 

where Gcr and fc are in MPa; ρsx and ρsy are the ratios of the orthogonal reinforcement; 246 

and fysx and fysy are the yield strength of the orthogonal reinforcement (MPa). 247 



3. Experimental program 248 

3.1. Specimens 249 

Five RC beams with thin webs were tested in this experimental program. All of them 250 

had the same cross section with a height of 600 mm. The span and the shear span was 251 

5000 mm and 2250 mm, respectively. The shear span-to-effective depth ratio was 252 

approximately 4:1. All the beam specimens were symmetrically reinforced with stirrups 253 

in the two shear spans. The test variables included the stirrup ratio, the stirrup spacing, 254 

the tension reinforcement ratio and the web width. The details of the beam specimens 255 

are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 1. 256 

All the beam specimens were cast with ready-mix concrete transported by one 257 

truck from a local concrete plant. After casting, the specimens were kept moist with wet 258 

burlap for 7 days and then exposed to air dry in the laboratory until the day of testing. 259 

The age of concrete at the time of testing was around 30 days. To determine the 260 

mechanical properties of concrete, nine 150×300 mm concrete cylinders were cast from 261 

the same truck and cured under the same conditions as the beam specimens. The mean 262 

cylinder compressive strength fc was 40 MPa (COV 6.2%) and the average modulus of 263 

elasticity Ec was 34 GPa (COV 5.3%). Deformed steel re-bars of Chinese standard 264 

HRB400 were used as the longitudinal reinforcements and the stirrups. The mechanical 265 

properties of the steel re-bars were tested and the results are listed in Table 2. 266 

3.2. Test setup and instrumentation 267 

The general view of the test setup and the instrumentation is shown in Fig. 2. 268 

The beam specimens were simply supported. The load was first applied to a 269 

steel beam through a servo-hydraulic jack with an ultimate load of 1000 kN and then 270 

transferred to the beam specimen. The pure-bending length of the beams was only 500 271 



mm as the pure bending was not the focus of this paper. All beams were tested to failure 272 

with a loading rate of 0.02 mm/s. 273 

PMLAB, which was co-developed by the Optical Mechanics Groups at 274 

Southeast University (SEU) and University of Science and Technology of China 275 

(USTC), was used as the 3D-DIC measuring technique in this program. The full-field 276 

displacement and strain of the two shear spans of the beams were simultaneously 277 

measured by four camera systems, each of which consisted of two industrial cameras 278 

(see Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2). The measuring zone of each system was approximately 600 279 

mm × 1200 mm. The targets were evenly spaced 112.5 mm apart on the top and bottom 280 

flanges of the beam as shown in Fig. 1. The displacements of these targets were tracked 281 

by the 3D-DIC technique and used to create the virtual measuring grids (VGs) for 282 

evaluating the deformation of the grids (see Section 3.3 for details). Random speckle 283 

patterns were required aimed at the full-field strain measurement. Owing to the large 284 

area monitored, water transfer printing method [28] was applied for the sake of 285 

efficiency (see Fig. 2(b)). In this method, pieces of transfer papers made of 286 

prefabricated decal papers, protected sheets and printed speckle patterns were required. 287 

Before testing, the speckle patterns were generated by computer simulations, printed on 288 

the decal paper and then transferred to one surface of the two shear spans of the beams 289 

by moistening the basement with water using a brush (However, in terms of specimen 290 

S1, the speckle pattern was only applied to the right shear span and hence, the full-field 291 

strain results were recorded only in the right shear span). The crack patterns in the 292 

measured zones, represented by the principal tensile strain, were obtained by the 3D-293 

DIC technique. The loading procedure was paused every 10 kN to acquire the images 294 

from all the four camera systems. 295 



3.3. Virtual measuring grids (VGs) 296 

The schematic diagram of the arrangement of virtual measuring grids is shown in Fig. 297 

3(a). As the area near the loading point was hidden by the column of the loading setup, 298 

the measuring length of one shear span of all specimens was finally 2025 mm rather 299 

than the shear span of 2250 mm. The monitored area was divided into four parts, i.e. 300 

four virtual measuring grids, which were termed from VG1 to VG4 sequentially from 301 

the loading point to the support (see Fig. 3(a)). VG1 and VG3 measured 560 × 450 mm 302 

while VG2 and VG4 560 × 562.5 mm. The moment-to-shear ratio of the virtual 303 

measuring grid, which is denoted by ag, could be taken as the distance between the 304 

support and the centre of the grid. The corresponding values of ag for VG1 to VG4 were 305 

1800 mm, 1294 mm, 788 mm and 281 mm, respectively. 306 

A virtual measuring grid was composed of 4 corner targets (TG1 through TG4) 307 

and a number of intermediate targets on the top and bottom flanges, as shown in Fig. 308 

3(b). The numbers of the intermediate targets were 8 for the grids with the length of 309 

562.5 mm and 6 for those with the length of 450 mm. The longitudinal and vertical 310 

displacements of the corner targets are denoted as ui and vi (i represents the label of the 311 

target), respectively. The height and the length of a grid are denoted as lg and hg. 312 

The mid-depth longitudinal strain of a grid, εx, was calculated as: 313 
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where εtop is the longitudinal strain of the top flange of a grid, equal to (u4-u1)/lg; and εbot 315 

is the longitudinal strain of the bottom flange of a grid, equal to (u3-u2)/lg.  316 

In the experimental program conducted by Debernardi and Taliano [14], the 317 

mean vertical strain of a grid was calculated as the average of the vertical strain of the 318 

left and right edges, i.e.: 319 
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 (23) 320 

Fig. 4 presents the variance of the experimentally obtained mean vertical strain in the 321 

right shear span of specimen S1 at the shear force level of 150 kN. The vertical strain of 322 

one particular cross section was estimated by (vtop-vbot)/hg, where vtop and vbot are the 323 

vertical displacements of the targets at the top and bottom flanges, respectively. Fig. 4 324 

indicates significant fluctuations of the vertical strain along the beam axis. The circles 325 

in Fig. 4 mark the vertical strain at the edges of VG2 and VG3. It could be found that 326 

the vertical strain at the intermediate sections between the two edges were larger than 327 

the average of the vertical strain of the left and right edges. The reason could be 328 

identified in Fig. 5, which shows the crack pattern in the right shear span of specimen 329 

S1 at the same shear force level. The dash lines in Fig. 5 represent the intermediate 330 

cross sections. The crack pattern indicated more (or wider) diagonal cracks in some of 331 

the intermediate cross sections which resulted in the corresponding larger vertical strain. 332 

Consequently, the actual mean vertical strain would be underestimated by simply 333 

averaging the results of the left and right edges. Regarding another virtual measuring 334 

grid, for which section A and section B (see Fig. 4) were selected as the left and right 335 

edges, the actual mean vertical strain would be overestimated instead if following the 336 

method presented by Debernardi and Taliano [14]. This method shows a lack of 337 

objectivity. Hence, in this paper, the mean vertical strain of a grid was calculated by 338 

averaging the measured vertical strain of all sections inside the grid. 339 

The mean shear strain of a grid was calculated with the method presented by 340 

Huang et al. [11]. The expression is shown below: 341 
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The principal tensile strain ε1, the principal compressive strain ε2 and the 343 

principal compressive strain angle θ could thus be estimated by the three strain 344 

components (i.e. εx, εy and γ) based on the Mohr circle. Additionally, the curvature of a 345 

grid was calculated as: 346 
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The shear-induced deflection of the measuring area in one shear span was 348 

obtained by integrating the shear strain along the shear span: 349 
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The flexure-induced deflection was calculated by a set of recursion formulas, 351 

which was presented by Huang et al. [11]. The expressions are shown below: 352 
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 (27) 353 

where δf
i is the flexure-induced deflection at the right-most of the ith grid as shown in 354 

Fig. 3; αi is the rotation angle of the left edge of the ith grid; αg
i is the mean rotation 355 

angle within the grid, which is taken as κꞏlg; and αsupport is the rotation angle at the 356 

support and could be calculated: 357 
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  (28) 358 



where utop,support and ubot,support are the longitudinal displacements of the targets at the top 359 

and bottom flange of the support cross section, respectively. 360 

4. Experimental results 361 

4.1. General behaviour 362 

Extensive diagonal cracks in the shear spans were observed for all specimens as the 363 

load level increased. All beams presented a typical flexure failure characterized by the 364 

yielding of the tension reinforcement and the concrete crush at the top of the mid-span 365 

cross section (see Fig. 6). The peak shear forces were 157.5 kN for S4 and around 260 366 

kN for the other specimens.  367 

During the test of specimen S2 only the right shear span were successfully 368 

measured by the 3D-DIC technique because of the failure of several camera systems. 369 

Only the measurements in the left shear span were obtained for specimen S5 due to 370 

similar reasons. After striping the forms of specimen S4, several relatively large voids 371 

were observed on the top surface of the bottom flange in the right shear span and the 372 

tension reinforcement was partly exposed. The phenomenon was believed to be 373 

attributed to the inadequate vibration when casting the beam. Although fresh concrete 374 

had been placed to fill the voids, owing to the potential poor bond performance between 375 

the tension reinforcement and the new concrete, unexpected longitudinal cracks were 376 

observed in the right shear span during the test (see Fig. 7). This led to extremely large 377 

deformation in the right shear span of S4 compared with that in the left shear span. 378 

Thus, the experimental results of the right shear span of specimen S4 are omitted in this 379 

paper. 380 

4.2. Cracking loads 381 

The experimentally observed flexural and shear cracking loads are summarized in 382 



Table 3. 383 

Fig. 8 illustrates the crack patterns of the left and right shear spans of specimen 384 

S3 at the shear cracking loads of different measuring grids. As the load level rose, the 385 

cracks appeared sequentially from the loading point to the support. 386 

The flexural cracking moment, Mcr, could be calculated with the elastic beam 387 

theory: 388 
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  (29) 389 

where Ig is the moment of inertia of the gross section; and yt is the distance between the 390 

centroid and the extreme tension fibre. The concrete tensile strength, ft, could be 391 

calculated in accordance with Model Code 2010 [4] based on the measured concrete 392 

compressive strength. The calculated results of the mean value, the lower bound value 393 

and the upper bound value of ft are 3.0 MPa, 2.1 MPa and 3.9 MPa, respectively. 394 

Through fitting the experimental results of the flexure cracking loads, 3.6 MPa is 395 

selected for ft. The calculated flexural cracking loads match the experimental results for 396 

all specimens except for S4 as shown in Fig. 9. The lower flexural cracking loads of 397 

specimen S4 might be attributed to the unexpected concrete shrinkage. As 398 

recommended by Kaklauskas et al. [29], the shrinkage could be modelled by a fictitious 399 

axial force applied to an un-symmetrical section (as the cross section of the beams in 400 

this paper was un-symmetrically longitudinally reinforced). The reader is referred to 401 

Kaklauskas et al. [29] for the detailed computational procedure. In this paper, a typical 402 

value of -200 με was assumed and the calculated flexural cracking loads for VG1 and 403 

VG2 of S4, including the effect of concrete shrinkage, show better agreement with the 404 

experimental results as shown in Fig. 9. 405 



Debernardi et al. [21] proposed an equation, which was a modified version of 406 

that provided by Model Code 1990 [30], for estimating the shear cracking load, Vcr: 407 
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 (30) 408 

where fck is in MPa. The predictions of Vcr with Eq. (30) are compared with the 409 

experimental results in Fig. 10. Eq. (30) indicates that the major parameters affecting 410 

the shear cracking loads include: (1) concrete compressive strength; (2) the web width; 411 

(3) the effective depth; (4) the moment-to-shear ratio; and (5) the tension reinforcement 412 

ratio. Therefore, the shear cracking loads of S1, S2 and S3 are illustrated in the same 413 

figure because they had the identical amounts of the aforementioned parameters. It can 414 

be found the expression proposed by Debernardi et al. [21] is capable of reproducing the 415 

experimental results. 416 

4.3. Stirrup-yielding loads 417 

The control of deflections at service load levels mainly involves the stage before the 418 

onset of stirrup-yielding. With regard to He Model as presented in Section 2.2, the 419 

stirrup-yielding load, Vy, is also needed for the estimation of the shear deformation. 420 

Consequently, it is necessary to determine Vy of the grids experimentally. In this section, 421 

the stirrup-yielding loads of the specimens will be estimated based on the experimental 422 

mean vertical strain. 423 

The stress-strain curve of a bare steel re-bar is typically modelled as a elastic-424 

perfectly plastic curve with a yield strain of εy,s as shown in Fig. 11. However, in terms 425 

of the steel reinforcement surrounded by the concrete, the mean strain of the steel when 426 

the steel yields is different from εy,s [31, 32]. Fig. 11 illustrates a beam segment in the 427 

shear span with one stirrup at the onset of yielding. It could be found the strain varies 428 



along the stirrup, with higher levels at the cracks and lower levels between them. Once 429 

the strain of the stirrup at the cracks approaches εy,s, the mean strain of this stirrup 430 

(referred to as the apparent yield strain, εy,ap) is lower than εy,s. In this paper, the 431 

expression proposed by Belarbi and Hsu [32] was used to estimate the apparent yield 432 

strain of the steel surrounded by the concrete: 433 
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 (31) 434 

where εy,ap and fy,ap are the apparent yield strain and the apparent yield stress of the steel 435 

surrounded by the concrete, respectively; fy is the yield stress of the steel; Es is the 436 

elastic modulus of the steel; and ρs is the steel reinforcement ratio. 437 

The experimental stirrup-yielding loads of the grids of all specimens based on 438 

the concept of apparent yield strain and the measured mean vertical strain are listed in 439 

Table 4. The experimental results of the mean vertical strain along with the apparent 440 

stirrup-yielding strain could be found in Appendix A (see Fig. A1 to Fig. A4) and Fig. 441 

25. The minimum of Vy of all four grids represents the load level at the onset of the 442 

stirrup yielding in the shear span. It can be seen in Table 4 that for specimen S4, no 443 

stirrup yielded during the loading procedure. The minimum stirrup-yielding loads of 444 

specimen S1, S3 and S5 were quite close to the peak load. In terms of S2 which had the 445 

lowest shear reinforcement ratio, the stirrups yielded first within VG2 and VG3 at the 446 

load level of 190 kN. Table 4 also compares the values of Vy calculated using He Model 447 

with the experimental results. The calculated results constantly underestimate the actual 448 

stirrup-yielding loads. 449 



4.4. Deflection results 450 

The total deflection of the measuring zone in the shear span was determined by 451 

subtracting the vertical displacement of the target at the support from that at the bottom-452 

right corner of the measuring zone (see Fig. 3). The shear-induced and flexure-induced 453 

deflection was determined by the methods presented in Section 3.3. The shear-induced 454 

deflection could also be obtained by subtracting the flexure-induced deflection from the 455 

total deflection. The experimental shear-induced deflections obtained by these two 456 

methods are compared in Fig. 12. Good agreement between the results from the two 457 

methods, which is contrary to that presented by Hansapinyo et al. [13] in which the 458 

traditional sensors were used, demonstrates the accuracy and superiority of the 3D-DIC 459 

technique in measuring the deformation of RC structures. The results of the virtual 460 

measuring grids in the two shear spans of specimen S1 and S3 were successfully 461 

recorded. The results of the shear-induced deflections in the two shear spans are 462 

compared in Fig. 13 and acceptable repeatability of the test results could be seen. The 463 

presented results of specimen S1 and S3 hereafter in this paper are the averages of the 464 

two shear spans. 465 

Fig. 14 illustrates the measured total deflections and those predicted using the 466 

expressions provided by ACI318-14 [2] (termed ACI Model) for which the shear 467 

deformation is ignored. It should be noted when calculating the deflection of S4 based 468 

on ACI Model, the concrete shrinkage of -200 με was introduced by modifying the 469 

flexure cracking load. It indicates that ACI Model underestimates the deflections under 470 

service load which may bring un-conservative design. Underestimates of deflections 471 

with the ACI Model have also been shown by e.g. [33]. 472 

The experimental results of the flexure-induced deflections in the measuring 473 

zone are shown in Fig. 15. With identical cross sections and tension reinforcement, S1, 474 

S2, S3 and S5 had similar flexure-induced deflections (although S5 had larger web 475 



width, it made little difference in the flexural stiffness). The cracked flexure stiffness of 476 

S4 decreased faster than the other specimens due to its smaller amount of tension 477 

reinforcement. Discrepancy between the predictions with ACI Model and the measured 478 

results of the flexure-induced deflections could also be found in Fig. 15. This is 479 

attributed to the additional curvature induced by the shear force after shear cracking, 480 

which has been elaborated by Debernardi et al. [21], Hansapinyo et al. [13] and Ueda et 481 

al. [12]. JSCE Guidelines for Concrete 2007 [1] (termed JSCE Model) provided a model 482 

for predicting the flexure-induced deflection considering the additional curvature. The 483 

corresponding predictions are in good agreement with the experimental results as shown 484 

in Fig. 15. 485 

The shear-induced deflections in the measuring zone of all specimens are 486 

presented in Fig. 16. By comparing the results of S1 and S2, the effect of stirrups on the 487 

shear deformation could be identified. S1 had a higher stirrup ratio than S2. The shear-488 

induced deflection of S1 increased slower than that of S2 which is attributed to the 489 

restraints on the propagation of diagonal cracks imposed by the stirrups. The 490 

comparison between S1 and S3 indicates the stirrup spacing may have little influence on 491 

the shear deformation when the stirrup ratio keeps constant. It should be noted the 492 

stirrup spacing of S3 was 250 mm which conformed to the limitation of stirrup spacing 493 

specified by ACI318-14 [2] and Eurocode [5]. Whether the aforementioned conclusion 494 

holds true for the cases with larger amounts of the stirrup spacing which exceeds the 495 

codes provisions needs to be further investigated. S4 was reinforced by less tension 496 

reinforcement than S1 and had a larger shear-induced deflection than the reference 497 

beam. It implies the amount of tension reinforcement affects not only the flexure 498 

deformation but also the shear deformation. The reason might be that the tension 499 

reinforcement contributes to the restraint on the opening of shear cracks. The web width 500 



appears to be a critical factor influencing the shear deformation (comparing the results 501 

of S1 and S5). The larger web width brings the higher shear cracking loads. In addition, 502 

the slope of the shear force-shear deflection curve of S5 was steeper than that of S1, 503 

suggesting that the larger web width also contributes to the larger post-cracking tangent 504 

shear stiffness. 505 

The shear-induced deflections of the specimens are given in comparison with the 506 

predictions with the available models presented in Section 2 (see Fig. 17). It should be 507 

noted that the experimental shear cracking loads were used when calculating the shear-508 

induced deflections with the available models. Generally, all the predictions fail to 509 

match the experimental results. The use of Rahal Model overestimates the shear-510 

induced deflections for all specimens while the predictions with other models are 511 

constantly smaller than the experimental results. 512 

In Fig. 17, Eq. (13) proposed by He et al. [15] was used to predict the stirrup-513 

yielding loads. As shown in Table 4, the experimental stirrup-yielding loads are smaller 514 

than the predictions with He Model. Consequently, the predicted shear-induced 515 

deflections with He Model are expected to be even smaller if the experimental results of 516 

Vy are used. However, as presented in He et al. [15], He Model was able to reproduce 517 

the shear deformation of several collected test beams. This conclusion should be treated 518 

with caution and the reasons are listed below:  519 

(1) The effective shear depth of the beam, z, needed to be determined in He Model. 520 

As recommended by He et al. [15], its value was approximated by 0.9∙d (d is the 521 

effective depth of the section). However, the corresponding values used for the 522 

specimens when verifying the model are questionable. For example, the beam 523 

specimens tested by Debernardi and Taliano [14] had a height of 600 mm and 524 

the effective depth was about 555 mm. Thus, the effective shear depth was 525 



supposed to be around 500 mm while the selected value reported in [15] was 526 

only 350 mm. Additionally, the beam specimens tested by Cladera [34] had an 527 

effective depth of 353 mm and the corresponding effective shear depth should 528 

be 318 mm. By contrast, the value used by He et al. [15] was only 265 mm. The 529 

underestimates of the effective shear depth allow the predicted results of shear 530 

deformation to be irrationally larger. 531 

(2) The selection of the elastic modulus of concrete is also questionable. For the 532 

beam specimens reported in Hansapinyo et al. [13], the elastic modulus was not 533 

directly tested. The cylinder concrete compressive strength was 33 MPa. He et al. 534 

[15] used 22 GPa instead as the elastic modulus of concrete, which was smaller 535 

than the estimations with the expressions proposed by the current codes, namely 536 

31 GPa with Eurocode [5], 32 GPa with Model Code 2010 [4] and 27 GPa with 537 

ACI318-14 [2]. He et al. [15] did not make it clear why such a small amount of 538 

elastic modulus, which could irrationally increase the predicted shear-induced 539 

deflection, was selected. 540 

(3) The calculation of shear deformation using He Model strongly depends on the 541 

choosing of the stirrup-yielding load, Vy. When verifying the model, the values 542 

of Vy were reported to be based on the experimental results [15]. For the beams 543 

tested by Debernardi and Taliano [14], the "experimental" results of Vy were 544 

taken as 200 kN and 240 kN for TR2 and TR6 in He et al. [15], respectively. 545 

However, Debernardi and Taliano [14] did not report the experimental Vy. 200 546 

kN and 240 kN were just the peak loads given in the shear force - shear strain 547 

curves of these two beams. 548 

(4) He et al. [15] predicted the shear strain of two grids of two restrained beams 549 

tested by themselves. The experimentally observed shear cracking loads were 550 



reported to be 80 kN and used to verify He Model. However, another paper [16], 551 

which also presented the experimental results of the identical experimental 552 

program, reported 150 kN for the shear cracking loads. The contradiction 553 

between these two reported test results implies the validity of He Model is still 554 

inconclusive. 555 

In order to examine the reason why the other models (i.e. JSCE Model, Ueda 556 

Model, Deb Model, Han Model, Rahal Model) are unable to produce satisfactory 557 

predictions of the shear-induced deflections, it is helpful to further examine the 558 

deformation results of the grids, i.e. the mean shear strain, the principal compressive 559 

strain angle, the principal compressive strain, the mid-depth longitudinal strain and the 560 

mean vertical strain. Also, the collected experimental results from the literature may 561 

also be beneficial to the assessment of the prediction models. The discussion will be 562 

presented in the subsequent sections. 563 

5. Assessing the available models based on the experimental results in this 564 

paper 565 

Before the assessment, it may be helpful to identify the region (i.e. B-region or D-region) 566 

to which each measuring grid belongs. As shown in Fig. 4, the amounts of the vertical 567 

strain in the vicinity of either the loading point or the support were significantly smaller 568 

than those in the middle third of the shear span. It is attributed to the vertical stress 569 

induced by the concentrated loads which disturb the stress and strain distribution. This 570 

region is termed the D-region where D stands for disturbance while the B-region (B 571 

stands for Bernoulli) refers to the area which is not influenced by the concentrated loads 572 

[27]. Regarding the beam specimens studied in this paper, the length of the D-regions 573 

was taken as the height of the cross section and the extent of the B-region and D-region 574 

in the shear span is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). VG1 and VG4 were considered to be within 575 



the D-region while VG2 and VG3 within the B-region. 576 

5.1. Mean shear strain of the grids 577 

Fig. 18 shows the experimental mean shear strain of the grids with varied moment-to-578 

shear ratios of specimen S3. The dash lines represent the levels of the shear cracking 579 

loads. It was evident that the increase of the shear strain with the rise of the load level 580 

became faster after shear cracks formed. By comparing the mean shear strain of VG2 581 

and VG3 illustrated in Fig. 18, it could be found that at the same shear level, the mean 582 

shear strain was larger when the moment was larger. Similar results could be observed 583 

when it comes to the other specimens (see Fig. A5 in Appendix A for details). 584 

Debernardi and Taliano [14] also discovered the effect of the moment on the shear 585 

deformation. It is also of interest to note that this conclusion is not applicable when 586 

comparing the shear strain of VG1 in the D-region and VG2 in the B-region. Although 587 

VG1 had a higher moment-to-shear ratio, its shear strain was not noticeably larger than 588 

that of VG2. Opposite phenomenon could even be observed regarding specimen S1 and 589 

S5 (see Fig. A5 in Appendix A). Further investigation is needed to gain insight into the 590 

variation of the mean shear strain with the moment-to-shear ratio in the D-region. 591 

It can be assumed that the tangent shear stiffness, Kt, remains constant after 592 

shear cracking based on the observation of the experimental results of the shear force – 593 

mean shear strain (V-γ) curves. After the stirrups yield, the shear stiffness is believed to 594 

degrade further owing to the stiffness degradation of the stirrups after yielding. As this 595 

paper deals with the serviceability limit sates (namely, the shear force level lower than 596 

Vy), the experimental tangent shear stiffness after shear cracking was then obtained by 597 

performing linear regression of the V-γ curve between the shear cracking load (Vcr) and 598 

the stirrup-yielding load (Vy) in which Vcr and Vy were quantified based on the 599 



experimental results (see Table 3 and Table 4 for the values). Similarly, the predicted 600 

tangent shear stiffness after shear cracking with the available models was obtained. 601 

Table 5 gives the experimental and calculated Kt of the grids located in the B-602 

region of the beams in this paper. It can be seen that the tangent shear stiffness 603 

decreased as the value of M/Vh increased, i.e. the effect of moment on the amount of Kt. 604 

However, as shown in Table 5, JSCE Model, Ueda Model and Rahal Model do not take 605 

such effect into account. The predictions with JSCE Model, Ueda Model and Han 606 

Model are significantly larger than the experimental results. The calculated values of the 607 

tangent shear stiffness after shear cracking with Deb Model were constantly larger than 608 

the experimental results. The corresponding average of the calculated value-to-609 

experimental value ratios was 1.31. With regard to Rahal Model, the predictions were 610 

constantly smaller. The average of the ratios of the calculated values to the experimental 611 

values was 0.71. 612 

5.2. Principal compressive strain angles of the grids 613 

In terms of the available models based on either the truss analogy or the MCFT (i.e. 614 

JSCE Model, Ueda Model and Deb Model), the inclination of the diagonal concrete 615 

struts is a critical parameter for estimating the mean shear strain as well as the mean 616 

vertical strain, the mid-depth longitudinal strain and the principal compressive strain. 617 

Although several expressions have been developed to estimate the angle as presented in 618 

Section 2, related experimental results were limited so that the validity of these 619 

expressions remained unknown. Generally, the assumption that the inclination of the 620 

diagonal concrete struts equals the principal compressive strain angle is accepted when 621 

dealing with the cracked concrete [14, 15, 35, 36]. In this section, the experimental 622 

principal compressive strain angles of the grids will be presented and compared with the 623 

predictions with several available models. 624 



Fig. 19 illustrates the principal compressive strain angles of the grids with 625 

different moment-to-shear ratios in specimen S1. Only the results after shear cracking 626 

are illustrated in this figure. It could be found that the angle kept decreasing after the 627 

formation of shear cracks. The variation of the angle with the moment-to-shear ratio is 628 

also evident. Comparing the results of VG2 and VG3 in the B-region, it can be seen that 629 

a larger moment-to-shear ratio caused a larger amount of the principal compressive 630 

strain angle at the same shear force. 631 

The influence of the stirrup ratio and the tension reinforcement ratio on the 632 

principal compressive strain angle is illustrated in Fig. 20. Placing smaller amounts of 633 

stirrups caused the decline in the value of principal compressive strain angle which 634 

could be identified by the comparison between S1 and S2. By comparing the results of 635 

S1 and S4, the influence of tension reinforcement could be identified. Less tension 636 

reinforcement caused the growth in the value of the angle at relative high levels of the 637 

shear forces.  638 

Fig. 21 shows the predictions of the angles of the grids in specimen S1 using the 639 

following models: JSCE Model, Ueda Model and Deb Model. It could be concluded 640 

that none of these three models is able to reproduce the variation of the angles with the 641 

shear force levels for the grids in the D-region. This conclusion holds true for all the 642 

other specimens tested in this paper (see Fig. A6 to Fig. A9 in Appendix A). As 643 

illustrated in Fig. 21 and Fig. A6 to Fig. A9 in Appendix A, although certain models are 644 

capable of reproducing the angles of certain grids in the B-region (e.g. the predictions 645 

with JSCE Model agree well with the experimental results of VG2 in S1, VG2 in S3 and 646 

VG3 in S4 while those with Ueda Model agree well with the experimental results of 647 

VG2 in S2, VG3 in S3 and VG3 in S5), none of them could produce satisfactory 648 

predictions for all the specimens with varied design parameters. 649 



5.3. Principal compressive strain of the grids 650 

In terms of JSCE Model, Ueda Model and Deb Model, the strain of the diagonal 651 

concrete strut, i.e. principal compressive strain, ε2, is required. For JSCE Model and 652 

Ueda Model, the expressions of ε2 are the same (see Eq. (10)). The expression provided 653 

by Deb Model is similar to that of JSCE Model and Ueda Model but with a minor 654 

difference (see Eq. (17)). As mentioned in Section 5.2, the available models are not able 655 

to predict the experimental principal compressive strain angles accurately. In order to 656 

check the expressions for estimating ε2 without introducing the effect from the deviation 657 

of the calculated angles, the experimental θ was used to calculate the values of ε2. The 658 

experimental results of θ will also be used when checking the expressions for the mid-659 

depth longitudinal strain and the mean vertical strain presented in Section 5.4 and 5.5, 660 

respectively. Additionally, when the shear force level was below the shear cracking load, 661 

the response was assumed to be elastic.  662 

Fig. 22 shows the experimental and calculated principal compressive strain of 663 

the grids in specimen S3. It could be found that after shear cracking, the principal 664 

compressive strain increased faster than the elastic response. Both Eq. (10) and Eq. (17) 665 

produce acceptable results of the trends in the development of the principal compressive 666 

strain of the grids. The expression provided by Deb Model (i.e. Eq. (17)) appears to 667 

predict ε2 more accurately. 668 

5.4. Mid-depth longitudinal strain of the grids 669 

The mid-depth longitudinal strain, εx, is required when using Deb Model to estimate the 670 

mean shear strain as presented in Section 2.3. The expressions for estimating εx (i.e. Eq. 671 

(15) and Eq. (16)) are applicable only to the grids in the B-region as they are derived 672 

based on the plane-section assumption. The experimental and calculated εx of VG3s in 673 

S1 are presented in Fig. 23. The predictions termed Pure Bend in Fig. 23 refer to the 674 



results estimated based on the pure bending theory in which the influence of shear is 675 

ignored. As shown in Fig. 23, the predictions based on the pure bending theory deviate 676 

significantly from the experimental results after shear cracking. Although the influence 677 

of shear on the longitudinal strain has been taken into account in Deb Model, the 678 

estimates of εx remain lower than the experimental results after shear cracking. Similar 679 

results could be found with respect to the mid-depth longitudinal strain of VG3s in the 680 

other specimens (see Fig. A10 in Appendix A) 681 

Through the observation of experimental results, the expression of εx provided 682 

by Deb Model was modified accordingly as presented below: 683 
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 (32) 684 

The predictions with Eq. (32) are closer to the experimental results as shown in 685 

Fig. 23 and Fig. A10 in Appendix A. In this section, a preliminary "Modified" Deb 686 

Model was developed in which θ was determined based on the experimental results, εx 687 

determined with Eq. (32) and ε2 determined with Eq. (17). The mean shear strain was 688 

then estimated with Eq. (14). The calculated results with the "Modified" Deb Model are 689 

presented in Fig. 24. Good agreement between the experimental and calculated results 690 

is observed. However, it should be noted that this model is just a preliminary model in 691 

which the critical parameter, θ, must be obtained from the experiments. It seems not 692 

possible to derive a reliable model for θ based on the limited experimental results 693 

presented in this paper. Further research is needed. 694 



5.5. Mean vertical strain of the grids 695 

The mean vertical strain, εy, is also a key parameter when estimating the shear 696 

deformation with either JSCE Model or Ueda Model based on the truss analogy. In 697 

these two models, the expressions for estimating εy are the same (see Eq. (7), Eq. (8) 698 

and Eq. (9)) and the effect of the concrete surrounding the stirrup is taken into 699 

consideration by the term Ec∙Ace where Ace is the effective area of the concrete around 700 

the stirrups. The predicted results of the grids in specimen S1 based on the JSCE Model 701 

and the Ueda Model are compared with the measured results in Fig. 25. In addition, the 702 

predictions with a similar expression based on the truss analogy but omitting the effect 703 

of the concrete (i.e. removing the term Ec∙Ace in Eq. (7)) are illustrated in Fig. 25 as 704 

well, which is termed Pure Truss Model. The expression is given: 705 
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 (33) 706 

As shown in Fig. 25, the mean vertical strain was negligible before shear 707 

cracking and then kept growing as the shear force increased. For the grids in the B-708 

region, i.e. VG2 and VG3, the expressions provided by JSCE Model and Ueda Model 709 

underestimate the mean vertical strain. The Pure Truss Model, which excludes the effect 710 

of the concrete, produces larger vertical strain than the experimental results of VG2. 711 

However, with respect to VG3, the predictions with Pure Truss Model are consistent 712 

with the measured mean vertical strain. Similar results could also be discovered for all 713 

the other specimens (see Fig. A1 to Fig. A4 in Appendix A). It seems that for the grids 714 

in the B-region with lower moment-to-shear ratios, i.e. VG3s, the effect of the concrete 715 

surrounding the stirrups is negligible while for those with higher moment-to-shear 716 

ratios, i.e. VG2s, this effect could not be neglected. In other words, the moment-to-shear 717 

ratios might affect the tension stiffening effect of the concrete around the stirrups. For 718 



the grids in the D-region, i.e. VG1 and VG4, Pure Truss Model overestimates the mean 719 

vertical strain. Despite accounting for the tension stiffening effect, JSCE Model and 720 

Ueda Model still provide larger mean vertical strain of VG1 than the experimental 721 

results. With respect to the D-region in RC beams, not only the truss mechanism but 722 

also the arch mechanism [37] is known to play a role in the shear resistance. Therefore, 723 

part of the external shear force causes the increase of the mean vertical strain through 724 

the truss mechanism while the remaining reduces the vertical deformation through the 725 

arch mechanism. The results of the other specimens are similar as illustrated in Fig. A1 726 

to Fig. A4 in Appendix A. In general, the available models are not capable of predicting 727 

the development of the mean vertical strain at different sections in the shear span of RC 728 

beams. 729 

6. Assessing the available models based on the collected experimental 730 

results 731 

The experimental mean shear strain of 18 more grids of RC beams were collected from 732 

the literature [14, 15, 17] aimed at assessing the available models in terms of predicting 733 

the shear deformation of the grids in the B-region. The material and section properties 734 

of the collected specimens are summarized in Table 5.  735 

The beam specimens reported by Vecchio and Collins [17] and He et al. [15] 736 

were restrained beams for which the mean shear strain near the contraflexure point were 737 

directly measured. The values of M/Vh for these grids were all below 1 (see Table 5). 738 

Debernardi and Taliano [14] measured the mean shear strain of the grids with various 739 

M/Vh from 1.7 up to 4.8. The values of the experimental tangent shear stiffness after 740 

shear cracking, Kt, for the collected data were estimated in the same way as presented in 741 

Section 5.1. The shear cracking load, Vcr, was determined with the expression proposed 742 

by Debernardi et al. [21] (see Eq. (30)). As the stirrup-yielding loads, Vy, of the 743 



collected beams were not reported, the values of Vy were estimated as 0.7∙Vpeak where 744 

Vpeak represents the peak shear force. 0.7∙Vpeak is commonly assumed to be the service 745 

load level at which the stirrups are thus considered to be elastic. 746 

The values of the experimental Kt of the collected RC beams are compared with 747 

the calculated values with the available models in Table 5. It can be seen that JSCE 748 

Model, Ueda Model and Han Model significantly overestimate not only the shear 749 

stiffness of the beams tested in this paper, but also of the beams collected from the 750 

literature. On average, the predictions of Kt with Deb Model are 24 percent larger than 751 

the experimental results while Rahal Model underestimates the experimental Kt by 24 752 

percent. However, regarding the mean shear strain near the point of contraflexure (i.e. 753 

the experimental results reported by Vecchio and Collins [17] and He et al. [15]), the 754 

predictions with Deb Model deviate considerably from the experimental results. The 755 

average of the calculated value-to-experimental value ratios (abbr. CV/EV) is 1.94. It 756 

appears that Deb Model produces poorer predictions of the shear deformation near the 757 

point of contraflexure than elsewhere. On the contrary, Rahal Model is able to produce 758 

acceptable predictions of the mean shear strain near the contraflexure point (average 759 

CV/EV = 0.87) despite the fact that it underestimates the shear deformation elsewhere 760 

(average CV/EV = 0.73). 761 

7. Conclusion 762 

An experimental program concerning the shear deformation of five RC beams with thin 763 

webs using the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique is presented in this paper. 764 

The experimental results presented in this study, as well as others collected from the 765 

literature were used to assess the available models for predicting the shear deformation 766 

after shear cracking. The following conclusions can be drawn from the above analysis 767 

and discussion: 768 



 The 3D-DIC technique accompanied by the water-transfer-printing random 769 

speckles could be a reliable non-contact measuring approach for monitoring the 770 

full-field displacement and strain in the large-scale regions of concrete structures. 771 

Compared with traditional sensors, the measured shear deformation with 3D-772 

DIC technique and virtual measuring grids were more accurate and reliable. The 773 

experimental shear-induced deflections in the two identical shear spans indicated 774 

acceptable repeatability of the measured data. 775 

 The use of the expressions proposed by ACI318-14 [2] significantly 776 

underestimated the total deflection of the specimens tested in this paper. The 777 

flexure-induced deflection of these specimens were well predicted by the 778 

expressions proposed by JSCE [1] in which the influence of shear on the flexure 779 

deformation is considered. 780 

 The following parameters may influence the shear deformation of RC beams 781 

after shear cracking: (1) the stirrup ratio; (2) the tension reinforcement ratio; and 782 

(3) the web width. It appears the stirrup spacing have little influence on the 783 

shear-induced deflections. 784 

 The moment-to-shear ratio, the tension reinforcement ratio, the stirrup ratio and 785 

the shear force level had influence on the inclination of the diagonal concrete 786 

struts. None of the current models was capable of reproducing the inclination of 787 

the struts of the test beams in this paper. 788 

 An expression based on the model developed by Debernardi et al. [21] with a 789 

minor modification was developed to better estimate the mid-depth longitudinal 790 

strain of the grids of the test beams after shear cracking. 791 

 It appears that the moment-to-shear ratio influences on the tension stiffening 792 

effect of concrete around the stirrups in the B-region after shear cracking. For 793 



the grids in the D-region, part of the external shear force seems to be balanced 794 

by the arch mechanism so that the vertical strain induced by the truss mechanism 795 

is reduced. None of the available models based on the truss analogy could 796 

provide accurate predictions of the mean vertical of the test beams in this paper. 797 

 The experimental results in this study and those collected from the literature 798 

indicated the tangent shear stiffness of the grids in the B-region after shear 799 

cracking was lower when the moment-to-shear ratio was larger. The available 800 

prediction models were not able to predict the post-shear cracking shear 801 

deformation of the RC beams presented in this study and collected from the 802 

literature. 803 
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9. Appendix A 813 

The experimental and calculated mean vertical strain of the grids of specimen S2 to S5 814 

are illustrated in Fig. A1 to Fig. A4. 815 

The experimental mean shear strain of the grids of all specimens are illustrated 816 

in Fig. A5. 817 



 The experimental and calculated principal compressive strain angles of the grids 818 

of specimen S2 to S5 are illustrated in Fig. A6 to Fig. A9. 819 

The experimental and calculated mid-depth longitudinal strain of VG3 in 820 

specimen S2 to S5 are illustrated in Fig. A10. 821 
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Table 1 Details of the specimens in the experimental program 909 

Beam 
Span 
(mm) 

Shear 
span 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) 

Web width 
(mm) 

Tension steela 
Top 
steel 

Stirrupb Test variable 

S1 5000 2250 600 100 8D20 (4.53%) 3D20 D8@150 (0.67%) Reference beam 
S2 5000 2250 600 100 8D20 (4.53%) 3D20 D6@150 (0.38%) Stirrup ratio 
S3 5000 2250 600 100 8D20 (4.53%) 3D20 D10@250 (0.63%) Stirrup spacing 
S4 5000 2250 600 100 5D20 (2.83%) 3D20 D8@150 (0.67%) Tension steel ratio 
S5 5000 2250 600 150 8D20 (3.02%) 3D20 D8@150 (0.45%) Web width 

aThe percentages in the brackets represent the tension reinforcement ratio 910 
bThe percentages in the brackets represent the stirrup ratio 911 
 912 



Table 2 Mechanical properties of the steel reinforcement. 913 

Reinforcement Diameter (mm) Area (mm2) Yield stress (MPa) Tensile stress Modulus of elasticity (GPa) 
D6 6 28.3 431 558 201 GPa 
D8 8 50.3 450 572 205 GPa 
D10 10 78.5 446 549 199 GPa 
D20 20 314.2 440 560 200 GPa 

 914 



Table 3 Cracking loads of all virtual measuring grids of the beam specimens 915 

Beam 
VG1 VG2 VG3 VG4 

FCLa SCLb FCLa SCLb FCLa SCLb FCLa SCLb 
S1 50 kN 70 kN 65 kN 80 kN --c 90 kN --c 140 kN 
S2 60 kN 70 kN 70 kN 90 kN --c 100 kN --c 140 kN 
S3 50 kN 65 kN 70 kN 75 kN --c 105 kN (120 kN)d --c 140 kN (160 kN)d 

S4 35 kN 55 kN 45 kN 65 kN --c 80 kN --c 100 kN 
S5 50 kN 90 kN 75 kN 105 kN --c 115 kN --c 180 kN 

aFCL represents flexural cracking load. 916 
bSCL represents shear cracking load. 917 
c"--" means no flexural cracking was observed in the test. 918 
dThe values in the brackets are the shear cracking loads of the grids in the left shear span. 919 
 920 



Table 4 Stirrup-yielding loads of the grids of the beam specimens 921 

Beam Vpeak (kN)a Vy,cal (kN)b εy,ap of stirrups Grid Vy,exp (kN) Min. Vy,exp (kN)c Vy,cal/min. Vy,exp 

S1 260 207 0.00156 

VG1 --d 

245 0.83 
VG2 245 
VG3 250 
VG4 --d 

S2 260 143 0.00119 

VG1 210 

190 0.75 
VG2 190 
VG3 190 
VG4 255 

S3 265 198 0.00153 

VG1 265 

235 0.84 
VG2 235 
VG3 235 
VG4 --d 

S4 157.5 207 0.00156 

VG1 --d 

--d --d 
VG2 --d 
VG3 --d 
VG4 --d 

S5 255 238 0.00132 

VG1 --d 

250 0.95 
VG2 250 
VG3 --d 
VG4 --d 

aVpeak is the peak load of the beam specimen. 922 
bVy,cal is the calculated stirrup-yielding load with He Model as presented in Section 2.2. 923 
cMin. Vy,exp is the minimum of the experimental stirrup-yielding loads of all four grids. It represents the load level at 924 
which the first stirrup in the shear span starts yielding. 925 

d"--" means no stirrup-yielding was observed in the test. 926 
 927 



Table 5 Tangent shear stiffness after shear cracking of the grids in the B-region 928 

Literature Beam 
fc 

(MPa) 
bw 

(mm) 
h 

(mm) 
ρst ρsw M/Vh 

Experimental Kt 
(kN) 

Calculated Kt (kN) Calculated value/Experimental value 

JSCE 
Model 

Ueda 
Model 

Deb 
Model 

Han 
Model 

Rahal 
Model 

JSCE 
Model  

Ueda 
Model 

Deb 
Model 

Han 
Model 

Rahal 
Model 

This paper 

S1 40.0 100 600 4.53% 0.67% 
1.3 68100 141000 166000 91900 156000 47400 2.07 2.44 1.35 2.29 0.70 

2.2 62300 141000 166000 87500 132000 47400 2.26 2.66 1.40 2.12 0.76 

S2 40.0 100 600 4.53% 0.38% 
1.3 59100 137000 145000 79000 137000 35600 2.32 2.45 1.34 2.32 0.60 

2.2 52000 137000 145000 75500 115000 35600 2.63 2.79 1.45 2.21 0.68 

S3 40.0 100 600 4.53% 0.63% 
1.3 74600 136000 158000 90500 153000 45800 1.82 2.12 1.21 2.05 0.61 

2.2 71400 136000 158000 86700 129000 45800 1.90 2.21 1.21 1.81 0.64 

S4 40.0 100 600 2.83% 0.67% 
1.3 58600 197000 190000 78300 159000 47400 3.36 3.24 1.34 2.71 0.81 

2.2 52300 197000 190000 67000 131000 47400 3.77 3.63 1.28 2.50 0.91 

S5 40.0 150 600 3.02% 0.45% 
1.3 84000 260000 255000 108000 221000 58000 3.10 3.04 1.29 2.63 0.69 

2.2 83100 260000 255000 102000 176000 58000 3.13 3.07 1.23 2.12 0.70 

Vecchio and 
Collins [17] 

SK3 28.7 305 610 2.45% 0.47% 0.0 102000 269000 401000 211000 423000 100000 2.64 3.93 2.07 4.15 0.98 

SK4 28.7 184 610 4.07% 0.77% 0.0 102000 164000 256000 154000 283000 77700 1.61 2.51 1.51 2.77 0.76 

SM1 29.0 153 610 2.73% 0.53% 0.0 51900 121000 187000 117000 220000 55800 2.33 3.60 2.25 4.24 1.08 

SP0 25.0 153 610 2.73% 0.62% 0.0 74100 114000 173000 112000 217000 52900 1.54 2.33 1.51 2.93 0.71 

He et al. 
[15] 

S0.4 38.4 100 800 4.79% 0.40% 0.4 52100 172000 247000 113000 199000 42600 3.30 4.74 2.17 3.82 0.82 

S0.5 38.4 100 800 4.79% 0.50% 0.4 53400 210000 282000 122000 209000 47600 3.93 5.28 2.28 3.91 0.89 

Debernardi et 
al. [14] 

TR1 22.0 100 600 1.81% 0.51% 
1.7 47900 158000 168000 36300 106000 35800 3.30 3.51 0.76 2.21 0.75 

2.5 38700 158000 168000 32800 85900 35800 4.08 4.34 0.85 2.22 0.93 

TR2 22.0 100 600 3.24% 0.51% 
1.7 52900 126000 114000 52400 103000 35800 2.38 2.16 0.99 1.95 0.68 

2.5 46300 126000 114000 48700 88800 35800 2.72 2.46 1.05 1.92 0.77 

TR3 20.0 100 600 1.81% 0.51% 
2.1 46700 162000 161000 33400 97600 34300 3.47 3.45 0.72 2.09 0.73 

2.9 40300 162000 161000 29800 82300 34300 4.02 4.00 0.74 2.04 0.85 

TR5 31.0 100 600 1.81% 0.51% 

2.0 64600 161000 162000 41600 104000 41800 2.49 2.51 0.64 1.61 0.65 

4.0 55800 161000 162000 35700 89900 41800 2.89 2.90 0.64 1.61 0.75 

4.8 55800 161000 162000 35200 82600 41800 2.89 2.90 0.63 1.48 0.75 

TR6 35.6 100 600 3.24% 0.51% 

2.0 70700 141000 136000 64700 110000 44400 1.99 1.92 0.92 1.56 0.63 

4.0 60600 141000 136000 56900 99300 44400 2.33 2.24 0.94 1.64 0.73 

4.8 56800 141000 136000 57800 93100 44400 2.48 2.39 1.02 1.64 0.78 

Average 2.74 3.03 1.24 2.38 0.76 

Standard deviation 0.72 0.85 0.48 0.79 0.11 

Note: fc is the cylinder compressive strength of concrete; bw is the web width; h is the beam height; ρst is the tension reinforcement ratio; ρsw is the stirrup ratio; M/Vh is the moment-to-shear ratio 929 
over the beam height; and Kt is the tangent shear stiffness after shear cracking. 930 
 931 



Fig. 1 Details of the beam specimens 932 

933 



Fig. 2 General view of the test setup and the instrumentation 934 

 935 

 936 



Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the virtual measuring grids 937 

 938 

 939 



Fig. 4 Vertical strain distribution in the right shear span of S1 at the shear force level of 940 

150 kN 941 

 942 

 943 



Fig. 5 Crack pattern in the right shear span of S1 at the shear force level of 150 kN 944 

 945 

 946 



Fig. 6 Typical failure mode of the beam specimens 947 

 948 

 949 



Fig. 7 Crack pattern of S4 at the peak load 950 

 951 

 952 



Fig. 8 Crack patterns of S3 at the shear cracking loads of different virtual measuring 953 

grids 954 

 955 

 956 



Fig. 9 Comparison of the experimental and calculated flexural cracking loads 957 

 958 

 959 



Fig. 10 Comparison of the experimental and calculated shear cracking loads 960 

 961 

 962 



Fig. 11 Apparent yield strain of the steel reinforcement surrounded by concrete 963 

 964 
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Fig. 12 Comparison of the experimental shear-induced deflections obtained by two 966 

different methods 967 

 968 

 969 



Fig. 13 Comparison of the experimental shear-induced deflections of the measuring 970 

zones in the left and right shear spans 971 

 972 

 973 



Fig. 14 Total deflections in the measuring zone 974 
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Fig. 15 Experimental and predicted flexure-induced deflections in the measuring zone 977 

 978 

 979 



Fig. 16 Experimental shear-induced deflections in the measuring zone 980 

 981 
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Fig. 17 Comparison of the measured and predicted shear-induced deflections 983 

 984 
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Fig. 18 Experimental mean shear strain of the grids with different moment-to-shear 986 

ratios of specimen S3 987 

 988 
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Fig. 19 Experimental principal compressive strain angles of the grids in S1 990 

 991 
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Fig. 20 Experimental principal compressive strain angles of VG2s in S1, S2 and S4 993 

 994 
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Fig. 21 Experimental and calculated principal compressive strain angles of the grids in 996 

S1 997 

 998 

 999 



Fig. 22 Principal compressive strain of the grids in S3 1000 
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Fig. 23 Experimental and calculated mid-depth longitudinal strain of VG3s in S1 1002 
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Fig. 24 Calculated shear-induced deflections with the preliminary "Modified" Deb 1005 

Model 1006 

 1007 
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Fig. 25 Experimental and calculated mean vertical strain of the grids in S1 1009 
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Fig. A1 Experimental and calculated mean vertical strain of the grids in S21012 
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Fig. A2 Experimental and calculated mean vertical strain of the grids in S3 1016 
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Fig. A3 Experimental and calculated mean vertical strain of the grids in S4 1019 
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Fig. A4 Experimental and calculated mean vertical strain of the grids in S5 1022 
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Fig. A5 Experimental mean shear strain of the grids of all specimens in this paper 1025 

 1026 
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Fig. A6 Experimental and calculated principal compressive strain angles of the grids in 1028 

S2 1029 

 1030 
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Fig. A7 Experimental and calculated principal compressive strain angles of the grids in 1032 

S3 1033 

 1034 
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Fig. A8 Experimental and calculated principal compressive strain angles of the grids in 1036 

S4 1037 

 1038 
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Fig. A9 Experimental and calculated principal compressive strain angles of the grids in 1040 

S5 1041 

 1042 
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Fig. A10 Experimental and calculated mid-depth longitudinal strain of VG3s in 1044 

specimen S2 to S5 1045 

 1046 


